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Abstract 

The number of excited superdeformed bands in 143Eu is measured by use of the Fluctuation Analysis Method. Between 10 
and 40 rotational bands, displaying typical rotational energy correlations over two consecutive transitions, are populated within 
a rather narrow range in transition energy, E, z 1300-1500 keV. These numbers are close to the values found for normally 
deformed nuclei and agree with microscopic cranking + band mixing calculations for the specific superdeformed nucleus, 
which predict the onset of rotational damping to occur at the excitation energy CJo = 1.3-l .6 MeV above the yrast line. 

Although discrete spectroscopy is very powerful for 
studying nuclear rotational motion at low excitation 
energy, it fails in the region of higher level density 

where the rotational transition strength becomes frag- 
mented due to the residual interaction, correspond- 

ing to a damping of the rotational motion [ 11. This 
implies very complex sequences of levels, connected 
by weak y-lines which cannot be resolved, even with 
the improved spatial resolution obtained from higher 

fold y-coincidences (measured y multiplicity). There- 
fore a statistical method was developed recently to ex- 

tract more general information about the level struc- 
ture in the quasi-continuum region. From the analy- 

sis of the fluctuation of counts in specific sections of 
the ET, x EY2 coincidence spectra using the Fluctua- 
tion Analysis Method (FM) [ 2-41, quantitative es- 
timates of the number of rotational bands participat- 
ing in the decay process can be obtained, both for the 
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damped region and for the region where regular ro- 
tational motion is dominating. From our knowledge 

about level densities the information can in turn also 

be used to estimate the excitation energy where the 

onset of the damped motion occurs. The method was 

extensively used to study the rotational decay of sev- 
eral normally deformed nuclei in the rare earth region 

[ 351. It was confirmed that the well known pattern 

of ridge structures flanking the central valley at ,!$, = 

Eyz in E,, x E,, spectra mainly consists of low ly- 

ing regular rotational bands. The effective number of 

bands is generally found for the rare earth region to 
be of the order of M 40, which roughly covers a range 

in excitation energy from yrast up to c’c M 800 keV, 

the onset energy for rotational damping. In fact, above 

this region rotational damping becomes progressively 

dominant and the rotational decay is fragmented over 
a huge number of paths determined by FAM to be 
M 104. For the nucleus 168Yb [ 61, these experimental 

estimates are in agreement with cranked shell model 
and band mixing calculations with the inclusion of 

residual interactions. 
While a rather consistent picture of the rotational 

decay in normally deformed nuclei starts to emerge, 

very little is known about the quasi-continuum in 

highly deformed nuclei. A large number of superde- 

formed yrast bands has been found in recent years, 

and information about several excited bands in spe- 
cific nuclei has been obtained. In a few nuclei a su- 

perdeformed (SD) ridge structure has been observed 

also and has been found to appear in a rather narrow 
spin range, with an intensity only 3 times bigger than 

the full intensity of the SD yrast transitions [ 7,8]. 
In the present work we apply for the first time the 

FAM technique to the analysis of the quasi-continuum 

in a SD nucleus, 143Eu. This provides an experimental 

estimate of the number of discrete rotational bands in 
the SD well. The results will be compared to realistic 
band mixing calculations for the specific nucleus. 

A high statistics and high fold data set on ‘43Eu was 
obtained at the Niels Bohr Institute Tandem Acceler- 

ator Laboratory using the NORDBALL detector array 
equipped with 19 Compton-suppressed Ge detectors, 
1 Ge LEP (Low Energy Photon) detector and a 60 el- 
ements BaF2 scintillator inner-ball for multiplicity and 
sum-energy selection. The states in ‘43Eu were pop- 
ulated by the reaction ‘t”Pd( 37Cl,4n) 143Eu at a beam 
energy of 160 MeV. The target consisted of 2-3 self- 
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Fig. 1. The figure shows the EY, x E,, coincidence matrix of 

‘43Eu in the transition energy region lOOO-1600keV. The spectrum 

has been background subtracted using the COR treatment [ IO,5 1. 

One can clearly observe the presence of a ridge structure running 

parallel to the E,, = EY2 diagonal, with a spacing of 60 keV from 

the diagonal and between the first and second ridge, corresponding 

to the average dynamic moment of inertia 3(*’ of the yrast SD 

band. 

supporting foils isotopically enriched to 98.6% and 
the total target thickness was 1.2 mg/cm*. A total of 
lo9 triple and higher fold coincidence events was col- 

lected. The spectra were cleaned from delayed y-rays 

and a significant fraction of neutron induced peaks by 
setting a narrow energy dependent time gate on the 

Ge energies. After requiring a high fold (2 12) and 
high sum-energy in the BaF2 detectors, the remaining 

500 x IO6 three and higher fold events were stored into 
a 0.5 x 0.5 (keV/channel)* coincidence matrix [9]. 

Although the population of the SD yrast band is of 

the order of only 1% of the intensity populating *43Eu, 
a ridge structure with a spacing of 4/‘@’ = 60 keV, 
corresponding to the second moment of inertia of the 
SD band, is observed very clearly, as shown in the 
y - y matrix of Fig. 1. The matrix was background 

subtracted with the COR treatment [ 10,5]. Fig. 2(a) 
shows the relative intensities of the SD yrast transitions 
(squares) and of the first and second ridge (closed 
and open circles) analyzed in the region free from 
disturbing lines from the normal deformed states. One 
can observe that the feeding into the excited bands 
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Fig. 2. The upper part of the figure shows the relative intensities of 

the yrast SD transitions (squares), normalized to an average of the 

highest points. The closed circles and the open circles represent the 

intensities of the first and second ridges, respectively. The values 

of N;ij, deduced for the first and second superdeformed ridge 

structures in ‘43Eu for intervals of 60 keV width along the ridges, 

in steps of 30 keV, are shown in the bottom part. The fluctuations 

in the second ridge at 1350 keV could not be extracted due to 

a close lying peak from the first well. The values were deduced 

after all coincidence peaks from the known superdeformed yrast 

band have been removed from the COR spectrum shown in Fig. 

1. The curve represents the prediction for the first ridge from 

cranked shell model calculations with inclusion of SD1 residual 

interaction [ 61, 

takes place in a rather narrow transition energy region 

around 1400 keV, slightly higher than that into the SD 
yrast band, and that the second ridge appears to be 

roughly 40% weaker than the first one. Since the first 

ridgeis almost a factor of 10 larger in intensity than the 
yrast transitions at the same transition energy we can 

already place a lower limit on the number of bands. 
At least 10 excited bands of intensity comparable to 

the SD yrast band must exist. One can observe that 
the general features of the ridge structure in 143E~ are 

rather similar to the ones observed earlier in 15*Dy 

[71. 
The fluctuation analysis method was applied to the 

data to obtain a more precise estimate of the num- 
ber of excited regular SD bands populating the ridges. 

The method is based on the well known property that 

the larger the number of choices (in EY, x J!& ) avail- 
able for each event, the smaller the associated fluctu- 

ations in the number of counts will be. This implies 

that strong fluctuations will be associated with the few 

cold discrete rotational bands near yrast, typically pro- 

ducing rather spiky ridges in the EY1 x Eyz spectrum. 

In contrast, weaker fluctuations will be produced by 

the transitions from the warmer quasi-continuum re- 

gion, which spread out more in the plane Ey, x Eyz 
and produce a smooth spectrum. A very simple ex- 

pression relates the effective number of paths to the 
count fluctuations in the spectrum [ 2,3] : 

N’*’ _ Neve 
p(2) 

path 
--- 

B-1 pc1, 
Wl 

(1) 

Here ,LL~ and ~2 are the first and second moments of 

the number of counts in the sector 4/Q(*) x 4/S’*), 

in which each cascade contributes on the average one 

count. N,,, is the number of events in the sector and 

PyP (‘) is a correction factor due to the finite res- 
olution of the experiment. 

The moments ~1 and ~2 of the spectrum were ex- 

tracted from the 2-D spectrum by the program STAT- 

FIT [ 351, after the known discrete lines from the SD 
yrast band were removed from the E,, > Ey2 part 

of the high resolution matrix (0.5 keV/channel) by 
means of a 2-D interactive Gaussian fitting program, 

called “42” [ 111. It has been shown that the removal 

of known lines which are especially intense relative 

to the yet unresolved transitions in the ridges makes 

the estimate of the number of pathways more accurate 
[ 31. By removing only the lines in one of the sym- 

metrical sectors of the 2-D spectrum, it is possible to 

check, and in the present case confirm, the statistical 

independence between the energies of the yrast SD 

band and those of the bands contributing to the ridge. 
The left and right panels of Fig. 3 show typical 

perpendicular cuts on the ~1 and ,LQ spectra, with 4 
keV/channel dispersion and for 5 different transition 
energies intervals over the range 1230-1530 keV. It 

looks like the ridge structures extend further down in 

transition energy (see Fig. 1) , but impurities from in- 
tense transitions in the first well prohibited a mean- 
ingful analysis. The width of the cuts is given by the 
measured distance between the SD ridges, 60 keV, and 
corresponds to an average dynamic moment of inertia 
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Fig. 3. Perpendicular cuts, 60 keV wide, of the moments ~1 
and ~2 of the COR spectrum shown in Fig. 1, for 5 different 
average transition energies in the region 1230- 1530 keV. The solid 
(dashed) arrows point at the place of the first (second) ridge 
positions, The yrast line subtraction is clearly visible in the reduced 
ridge intensity in the E,, > E,., part of the intensity spectra. 

of 66.7 (h’/MeV). The location of the first and sec- 

ond ridge are indicated by arrows. One can observe 

that the second ridge is weaker than the first, as also 
seen in Fig. 1. The results of the subtraction of yrast 
peaks can be clearly seen from the reduced intensi- 
ties in the first and second ridges in the E,, 2 Eyz 
part of the ~1 spectrum. For all the energy intervals, 
the first ridge is clearly recognized in the ,ut inten- 
sity spectra. In the ~2 spectra, the fluctuations from 
the SD yrast band strongly dominate for E,, 5 Erz, 
while the remaining first ridge seen in the E,, 2 Ey2 
part of the spectra carries much smaller fluctuations 
especially for energies E, 2 1300 keV. According to 

Eq. ( 1) , this gives an increase in the number of bands 

around M 1350 keV. 

The average value of Niii shown in Fig. 2(b) is x 

20 and about 2 times smaller than observed for nor- 

mally deformed nuclei [ 21. It is interesting to note that 

around 1350 keV a maximum of effective number of 

bands of 40 carries about 2% of the total decay flow in 
143E~, which means that each excited band is on aver- 

age populated by an intensity of 0.05%. The relatively 
large error bars are significantly bigger than the “prin- 

ciple error” given by the counter resolution (typically 

20%) [3,4]. This is caused by the extremely weak 

absolute intensity of the SD ridge compared to the sta- 
tistical fluctuations in the background. It is likely that 

the most of these bands belong to ‘43E~, since the ex- 

citation energy was optimized for populating the SD 
yrast of 143E~, and more than 70% of the total popu- 

lation goes into 143E~ for fold grater than 12. 
The experimental estimate of the number of paths 

can be compared to results from a theoretical cranked 
shell model calculation. In the latter, diagonalization 

for multi-particle multi-hole states was performed and 

a residual Surface Delta Interaction (SDI) was in- 
cluded [ 16,6]. This was done for the specific nucleus 

143E~. The number of undamped rotational bands pop- 
ulating the first ridge has been obtained by counting 

all the bands stretching over more than two consec- 

utive transitions, with a branching number &ranch = 
l/Cjw$ < 2, where wij denotes the normalized ro- 
tational transition strength from the level i at spin I 

to the level j at spin I - 2. The branching number 

gives a good estimate of the branching of the decay 
from each state and it is often used to define the on- 

set of damping, by the condition nbranch > 2 [ 31. The 
results obtained for the first ridge are shown by the 
curve of Fig. 2(b) , As shown, the calculation repro- 

duces the data at the maximum of the distribution, 

while it deviates strongly at higher and lower transi- 
tion energies. This is generally expected for the lower 
part of the ridge around 1300 keV [ 121, since barrier 
penetration to the first well removes intensity from the 
excited bands, eventually leaving only the yrast band 
together with a few low lying bands to survive further 
down in angular momentum. The decrease observed 
in the number of bands at the highest transition en- 
ergies falls in the region where fission competition is 
important at higher excitation energies. However, it is 
not straightforward to understand the reduction in the 
number of populated bands in the fission dominated 
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region without a further study of the population mech- 
anism in this regime. The lower number of decay paths 
observed for the second ridge is in good accordance 
with the damping picture. The progressive fragmen- 
tation of the rotational strength implies that a smaller 
number of decay paths can keep rotational energy cor- 
relations over three steps relative to two steps [ 131. 

The microscopic calculations predict that the onset 
of damping for 143E~ occurs at 1.3-1.6 MeV above 
yrast, which is much higher than observed in nor- 
mally deformed nuclei. This is in agreement with ear- 
lier investigations based on simulations of the inten- 
sities observed in the ridge structures of 15*Dy [ 141, 
and caused by the considerably smaller level density 
expected in the SD well [ 151. 

We can finally conclude that the fluctuation analysis 
method predicts the existence of up to 40 excited su- 
perdeformed bands in 143E~, before rotational damp- 
ing starts to be important in the second well. This im- 
plies that each of the excited bands is on average popu- 
lated by an intensity of M 0.05%, which will be within 
reach by use of the new generation of 4T-Ge detec- 
tors arrays. The number of discrete superdeformed ro- 
tational bands is close to the one found in normal de- 
formed nuclei of the rare earth region and agrees with 
microscopic band mixing calculations for the specific 
nucleus. Altogether this indicates that damping sets in 
at 1.3-l .6 MeV above yrast. 

This work has been supported by the Danish Nat- 
ural Science Research Council, the Swedish Natural 
Science Research Council and the Academy of Fin- 
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